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Above: Myself UK Dance, with 
Kloé Dean, sixth from left.

“I ’ve had so many guys say ‘Yes, 
but do it sexy’,” reports dancer 
Kloé Dean. “When a woman 

does hip hop, often it’s not taken 
seriously or gets sexualised. When men 
do a heel class or a male choreographer 
can mimic a woman, it’s honoured, 
but we’re still stuck in the idea that 
women should dance a certain way.” 

That idea is firmly refuted by 
the wealth of female hip hop talent 
around now, so why is progress so 
slow? Dean started dancing aged 
three, copying Michael Jackson, and 
discovered breaking at London’s 
Second Wave Youth Arts. “It was 
mainly boys, but I didn’t care. I 
wanted to get into the groove, move 
fast, have power, show off!” 

That led her to Boy Blue 
Entertainment, but it hasn’t always 
been easy – she was kicked out of 
another crew because she wanted to 
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contribute more. “I was fed up of not 
having a voice, so I started Myself UK 
Dance [myselfdance.com] in 2008, when 
I was 18. I wanted to create a platform 
for women, after learning from so many 
men and seeing male choreographers 
getting more opportunities.”

Of course, gender inequality is far 
from unique to hip hop – or indeed 
dance – though the culture may 
exacerbate it, believes Dean. “Think of 
where hip hop came from: the male-
dominated music scene, videos with 
women gyrating in the background. 
So that’s what people expect. For 
example, I put up two videos, one 
dancing to Kendrick Lamar, another 
less technically hard but more feminine, 
and the second one did much better.” 

It’s ironic that such limitations 
might be placed on a style embodying 
freedom. Emma Houston  
(@bgirlshortbreaduk) was inspired by 
the movie You Got Served as a teenager 
and starting taking classes in Sterling. 
She loved “the community, the physical 
dynamic, the self-expression – it was 
liberating. I felt an instant connection.”

Houston soon realised she was in 
a minority because of her gender, 
but “I grew up playing football, and 
that had more hostility because guys 

didn’t want a girl to take the ball off 
them.” However, she can feel isolated. 
“You’re usually the token girl – it’s 
rare to have a gender-mixed crew. 
I’m a member of Heart Breakerz, 
which is a brilliant female alliance, 
but we’re spread all over the world.

“It doesn’t have to be like that. I was 
in Stockholm recently, and a guy there 
was surprised, saying he had girls in 
his crew and they had equal status. 
In the UK, it’s more likely that a crew 
takes an inexperienced boy to nurture 
rather than an experienced girl.”

Houston thinks breaking might 
appeal more naturally to guys, 
“because it’s very competitive with 
battling”, but there’s no reason women 
shouldn’t do it. “Our anatomy’s 
different – not weaker! There are 
some things a woman will find 
easier. I could have a really flexible 
back, but the b-girl next to me has 
flexible hips – and the same with 
the guys. Different is exciting.”

Female crews using a “sexy” style 
“grinds my gears – it reinforces the 
stereotype.” Houston also recalls an 
event sponsored by an energy drink ➣
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company that featured “women in 
their underwear presenting b-boys 
with trophies. It was the most bizarre 
thing. The organiser said it was at the 
sponsor’s request. Ideally, I’d like to 
just express myself the way I choose to, 
not in a particular way because I’m a 
woman – breaking should be about the 
music and the vibe you’re bringing.”

F emale hip hop dancers are superbly 
showcased by Kate Prince’s 

ZooNation. “I worked in the music 
industry, and realised these dancers 
were more talented than the artists 
they were dancing behind – like 
Teneisha Bonner, who’s so expressive,” 
explains Prince. “I did have problems 
running a rehearsal room with men 
who didn’t like that a woman was 
in charge – actually I still do!”

ZooNation’s Some Like It Hip Hop 
tackled misogyny, “showing the 
strength of women and how they can 
stand shoulder to shoulder with men”, 
though Prince notes not all of hip hop 
culture has that problem. “It’s some 
people within it,” but it’s an industry-
wide issue that “female choreographers 
don’t get half as much respect or 
attention. In physical terms, yes, there’s 
male strength, but look at b-girl Terra 
– she’s only ten, and she’s incredible. 
Not ‘for a girl’, just incredible.”

When ZooNation began, “we wanted 
to get our work inside theatres, get 
commissions, take steps towards being 
a company, and I’m thrilled now to be 

able to open doors for other people. 
I think women generally help each 
other out. There’s a strong network; I 
hugely admire Carrie-Anne Ingrouille, 
Rhimes Lecointe, Kendra Horsburgh.

“I was talking recently about 
this great showcase for female 
choreographers, and a guy said ‘That’s 
unfair, how would you feel if it was 
only for men?’ You’re kidding – we 
see those all the time! I would like 
more acknowledgement of imbalance. 
I love being a Sadler’s Wells associate, 
but out of 16, why are only four 
women? There’s a boys’ club still, 
but women can be just as loud and 
significant.” Prince’s next major project 
is an historical and political piece 
about women’s rights. “I realised 
I wanted to say more as a woman, 
and I shouldn’t be afraid of that.”

Houston agrees that having female 
role models and opportunities is 
vital. Her recent piece for Breakin’ 
Convention, which combined breaking 
and vogue, was the result of their 
Open Art Surgery, but even then “I 
didn’t have a budget, so I couldn’t 
pay dancers or guarantee their 

commitment.” She thinks a lot of 
women feel frustrated but “don’t know 
how to voice it without being labelled 
moany. I love breaking and I want 
to be positive, but if we ignore these 
things, we’ll never make a change.”

Dean notes girls are more likely to 
come to her classes, as “guys don’t 
flock to female teachers, and hip hop 
pioneers are often male – and then 
mentor other men. That’s a cycle 
we have to actively break. I don’t 
think about my gender; I think about 
the art form. But people do think 
about it, so I hope to inspire other 
women to believe in themselves.”

Dean’s ambition is to provide 
consistent work for her female 
company through full-length 
productions and tours, and also “more 
opportunities for people to learn”. 
Houston is teaching at Greenwich 

Dance, amongst others, and thinks 
that’s a “proactive way to be involved 
in the gender debate. Like I once 
assisted a three- to five-year-old class 
and they were saying I couldn’t be 
a princess with short hair, and ‘Oh 
miss, are you a boy or a girl?’. They’re 
curious, and they either accept things 
or they can open up to new ideas.

“I try to keep a balance with 
teaching and my own projects, like 
this new one funded by the Dance 
Enterprise Ideas Summit using dance 
to help young people dealing with 
mental health or sexuality or identity 
issues. I’m looking for a partner from 
an interested organisation for that. 
Hip hop has transformed my life: 
there are so many avenues you can 
go down and this constant desire to 
progress. As a minority, I think I can 
be a pioneer – be part of that change. 
Hopefully people will become more 
conscious of this issue, because it 
hinders growth. You don’t want to have 
to think about gender when there’s 
so much else you can explore.” n

Right: ZooNation in Some Like It Hip Hop.  
Below left: Myself UK Dance.  
Below right: Emma Houston.
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